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ABSTRACT
Agile system development approaches, such as Scrum, have become popular with a wide spectrum of organizations from start-ups
to government agencies. Recruiters and executives have been seeking graduates with Scrum competency beyond cursory
familiarity. CIS programs responded with a variety of activities and exercises to address this need. This teaching tip demonstrates
a hands-on active-learning experience designed to advance students’ understanding of Scrum values, roles, artifacts, and events; to
build confidence of using it in practice; to expose students to the experience of using versatile software as a service (SaaS) tools
for project management; to enable students’ greater agency via self-forming teams and ability to control their workload; and to
stimulate interest in Scrum and encourage students to seek professional certifications. The activity may be applied within a
constrained time frame of a conventional systems analysis and design (SAD) or project management (PM) course and fits in the
niche between a single-class activity and a semester project. Our evidence suggests that this learning experience achieves its
pedagogical objectives, is effective in both face-to-face and synchronous online courses, and results in vastly positive student
response.
Keywords: Systems analysis & design, Agile, Scrum, Team projects, Active learning, Collaborative learning
1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, Agile system development practices, such
as Scrum, Kanban, and Extreme Programming, have become
popular among a wide spectrum of organizations, from startups
to medium- and large-size enterprises, to government agencies
and nonprofits (Petrova, 2019). Agile mindset and practices are
attractive for timely and productive development of complex,
competitive solutions in dynamic, ambiguous, and uncertain
customer-driven environments. If executed competently and in
a truly agile manner, Agile frameworks tend to outperform the
traditional structured frameworks, such as the System
Development Life Cycle (SDLC) and models, such as Waterfall
(Terry, n.d.). Applicability of the Agile practices goes far
beyond developing software products, reaching into fields such
as marketing, HR, and finance (Edison et al., 2017; Johnson,
2014; Vandersluis, 2014). Consequently, academic programs in
information systems, computer science, business, and other
disciplines have responded to the industry’s demands for
graduates familiar with Agile practices (e.g., Scrum) by
introducing Agile-related pedagogy to their curricula.
Although the popular Systems Analysis and Design (SAD)
and Project Management (PM) textbooks still trail behind on
including active learning materials for Scrum, there is now
abundant literature on how to “do” Scrum, as well as how to
train students in Scrum. This includes materials for practitioners

and learners (e.g., Eriksson, 2016), learning games (e.g.,
Kasperowski, 2014; PaulS, n.d.), and teaching practitioner
publications. One of the challenges instructors and curriculum
designers face is how to combine traditional and modern SAD
and PM approaches in one course without crowding out
schedules and materials. Another challenge is how to introduce
difficult-to-teach, socially complex competencies needed for
successful application of Agile philosophy to students without
compromising Agile values. During 2015-2020, JISE published
13 papers on Agile/Scrum system development and project
management, but only two teaching tips were published on how
to introduce Scrum in the classroom setting – “Play Ball:
Bringing Scrum into the Classroom” (May et al., 2016) and
“Implementing Scrum Wholesale in the Classroom” (Baham,
2019). May et al. (2016) presented a single-class game activity
(Ball Game) that introduces students to the notions of agility,
adaptability, feedback, and estimation. Baham (2019)
demonstrated how Scrum can be incorporated “wholesale” in a
nine-week software development project in a SAD course. Both
experiences aimed at improving students’ understanding of
Scrum, but the “wholesale” project also targeted building
students’ confidence in using Scrum in a real-world setting.
Furthermore, Rush and Connolly (2020) proposed an
interesting approach for teaching traditional PM-based content
while using Scrum-style teamwork as the organizing logic for
completing assignments in a semester PM course. They stressed
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the need for learners to internalize Agile concepts through
active learning in order to gain confidence in their use in
practice. Active learning has been shown to improve student
performance (Freeman et al., 2014), and various such exercises
have long been used in project management courses (Allan,
1999).
As many SAD and PM courses attempt to introduce Agilerelated content and balance it with traditional content, such as
SDLC, UML, and the Unified Process, the challenge is to find
exercises with the right focus and load. Larger projects tend to
focus on the product rather than the process, while simpler and
shorter activities tend to be too superficial to provide an indepth understanding of Agile. Overall, an instructor who tries
to incorporate active learning Scrum experiences beyond a
cursory introduction or a quick gaming exercise without
engaging in a semester project, may find a lack of such
activities. To address this gap, the author of this paper
developed a “lighter” Scrum active learning exercise (dubbed
“Scrum Boot Camp Project”) that fits the niche between a
“light” single-class activity and a “heavy” semester
“wholesale” project. Several transformations in our
undergraduate SAD course led to experimenting with Scrumfocused activities and pedagogies:
● transitioning from the SDLC-focused instruction to
introducing a diverse arsenal of system development and
project management frameworks;
● “flipping the classroom,” i.e., engaging students in active
learning during in-class interactions with the instructor (and
leaving passive learning activities, such as reading and
completing quizzes for “home consumption”);
● seeking to grant students more agency in creative choice
and catering to various majors and minors;
● encouraging students to consider training for professional
Agile certifications.
The purpose of this teaching tip is to present a hands-on
experience in Scrum that may be applied within a constrained
time frame of a conventional SAD or PM course while
advancing students’ understanding of Scrum beyond
memorization of abstract material from a textbook. This
teaching tip is addressed to the instructors already familiar with
Agile and Scrum who seek to introduce students to Scrum in an
undergraduate SAD or PM course through a three-week team
project. The value of this teaching tip is in demonstrating how
to: (a) facilitate solid understanding of Scrum values,
accountabilities/roles, artifacts, and events; (b) expose students
to the experience of using popular and versatile SaaS tools for
project management (e.g., Trello); (c) allow students to be in
control of choosing teams, projects, and workload; and (d)
stimulate interest in Scrum and encourage student to seek
professional certifications.
Section 2 brings attention to several misconceptions that
may emerge when introducing Scrum in a college course.
Section 3 describes the Scrum Boot Camp learning experience.
Section 4 further elaborates on some pitfalls and lessons learned
and provides recommendations to address them. Section 5
draws the conclusions.
2. WHAT SCRUM IS NOT
Agile philosophy and frameworks, such as Scrum, have been
extensively described and discussed in the literature (Saltz &
Heckman, 2020; Sharp et al., 2020; Topi & Spurrier, 2019).

However, one important issue is usually overlooked when
introducing Agile and Scrum to students in a college course.
Scrum has been widely referred to in the academic (and, at
times, in the practitioner) literature as an Agile system
development method or a methodology, similarly to how the
Unified Process is often described as a methodology rather than
a framework. Although a scrupulous description of the team
accountabilities/roles, artifacts, and events by the Scrum Guide
(Schwaber & Sutherland, 2020) simplifies understanding of this
framework, it also leads many to believe that Scrum follows a
defined process model of control (Bequette, 2002) in the sense
that if set up and run methodically, it will produce a desired
result for a given set of inputs (Finkel, 2016). Many
practitioners and coaches caution that this is a misinterpretation
and misapplication of Scrum that results in “Dark Scrum,” in
which the processes and people are treated too
“administratively,” leading to micromanagement, misplaced
incentives, adverse behaviors, failed results, and vocal
disappointment and resistance (González Sanchis, 2014;
Jeffies, 2016; Margetak, 2019). Despite a well-outlined
framework structure, Scrum is also often described as “chaotic”
(Dennis et al., 2015). This description was used by Sutherland
and Schwaber (2007) to emphasize Scrum’s empirical process
model of control and applicability to volatile, uncertain,
complex, and ambiguous (VUCA) conditions (Finkel, 2016;
Mack et al., 2015; Stuart, 2020). Instead, “chaotic” is often
interpreted as lacking coordination and management, with
“programmers gone wild” (Dennis et al., 2015, p. 13). Lost in
this view is that Scrum is meant to be a barebone set of
principles and guidelines to minimize chaos in learning and
discovery in a VUCA environment and to enable the empirical
process model of control (in simple words, discover and use
what works, and discard what does not).
Students who are indoctrinated into the “follow the rules”
and “textbooks contain objective truth” mindset, often struggle
to understand the essence of Scrum as an empirical process
framework when trying to navigate these conflicting views.
They tend to accept more easily the idea of “Agile
methodology,” Scrum “ceremonies,” and completing tasks to
do “what the instructor wants,” rather than the idea of a heuristic
framework based on initiative, self-organization, selfmanagement, and mutual respect to tackle uncertainty and to
solve complex problems. As a result, when given an
opportunity to practice Scrum, student teams may also descend
into “Dark Scrum.” For example, in the upper-level elective
project-based course “Agile Development of IoT Solutions,”
the author observed student teams to perform Scrum
“ceremonies” just to keep the instructors happy, while engaging
in other team interactions to actually have things done and
complete the project. Our goal is to help students develop a
critical analysis mindset and the scientific method discipline to
discover what works and what does not when applying the
Scrum framework.
Industry evidence suggests that Scrum fails if it is either
overly “chaotic” and the team members struggle to fulfill their
roles for the benefits of the team’s success or if it is excessively
structured, “managed,” and executed in the overly
administrative manner, in which the roles and “rituals” are
performed only because the team is “required” to use Scrum,
rather than finds it to be the most natural way to operate (Baars,
n.d.; Gwosdz, 2020; nTask, 2020; Wischweh, 2019). We
designed and implemented the Scrum Boot Camp project in our
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SAD course to provide students with a hands-on trial-and-error
experience through which they could actively learn the values
of Agile philosophy and how to avoid both extremes while
applying the Scrum framework.
3. SCRUM BOOT CAMP PROJECT
3.1 The Context
Our upper-level undergraduate “Systems Analysis and Design”
course historically has been focused on the traditional
structured design frameworks, such as the SDLC, and models
like Waterfall, with their distinct system development phases.
The course includes a sequence of three team teaching-casebased projects emulating Waterfall phases – Planning,
Analysis, Design, and Implementation. Usually, the course has
several face-to-face sections taught by several instructors, with
20-30 students per section. By completing these projects,
students gain hands-on experience of creating a Project Plan,
gathering system requirements through document analysis and
interviews, creating process, functional, and structural system
models with the UML, and drafting a System Proposal. Each of
these projects takes between two and four weeks, with the total
duration of the sequence being about eight weeks. The
improved learning outcomes of this deliberate and assessmentfocused approach have been demonstrated by Lending et al.
(2018).
Since 2016, we have been gradually re-orienting the course
to include the introduction to Agile system development in a
more substantive manner than just briefly covering the topic
through the textbook and multiple-choice testing (several
faculty members teaching this course also concluded Scrum
training and obtained CSM certifications). The Ball Game is
one example of an interactive and engaged-learning activity
helping us in this transition (May et al., 2016). The Scrum Boot
Camp Project described in this paper is another novel activelearning experience shown to be effective and popular with
students. The primary objective of this 2-3 week exercise was
two-fold: (a) to provide students with hands-on experience of
Scrum application by self-organized and self-managing teams,
and (b) cultivate students’ Agile mindset and understanding of
Scrum as an empirical process control framework rather than a
defined process methodology.
3.2 Implementation
3.2.1 Overview. During the introductory weeks of the course,
students are exposed to a variety of system development
philosophies (structured vs. agile), frameworks (SDLC, RAD,
Scrum), and methodologies through required reading (such as
Manifesto for Agile Software Development, 2001; Dennis et
al., 2015; Schwaber & Sutherland, 2020), various video
materials, in-class discussions, and an active learning exercise
(Ball Game). They also complete several quizzes and a writing
assignment for formative and summative assessment of their
comprehension of the topic. This period is followed by a deeper
dive into the SDLC through a sequence of team projects
described above. Upon completion of these “Waterfall”
projects (and typically about four weeks before the end of the
semester), students are introduced to the Scrum Boot Camp
project (see Appendix A for the sample instructions posted in
Canvas).
The overall premise of this project is that self-organized and
self-managing student teams build two increments of the

product of their own choice in two one-week sprints. The
nature, complexity, and scope of the product are not dictated by
the instructor, but students are provided some non-specific
examples of possible projects (e.g., a simple computer game, a
website, an IoT device, a digital cookbook, a gingerbread
house, or an origami). Teams are not expected to produce a fully
completed product, but rather a functioning product increment,
with the possibility of further development. Students are
encouraged to ask questions and consult with the instructor
about the viability of their ideas before the beginning of the first
sprint.
The point of this self-regulated approach is to allow
students to remain in control of their workload during the
busiest time of the semester (or even the busiest time of their
college career for some students, as many of them are also
simultaneously finalizing their capstone projects). The primary
pedagogical objective of the project is not to have the team
deliver products of certain level of complexity and scope, but
rather to engage them in active ideation and teamwork, to
illustrate the importance of Scrum values, accountabilities,
artifacts, and events, and to convey the idea that in Agile
development, the agency for selecting a project and selfmanaging lies with the teams.
3.2.2 Team Formation. Teams form over the course of several
days between posting the project instructions and the beginning
of Sprint 1. Unlike the three “Waterfall” projects, where teams
are assigned by the instructor (to give a sense of the traditional
administrative nature of the SDLC) and re-shuffled for each of
the projects (to reduce dissatisfaction due to adverse behaviors,
such as “free-riding,” and to allow “cross-pollination” of ideas),
in the “Scrum” project, students form the teams as they please.
The team size is not dictated, but students are informed that a
team cannot be smaller than four people, and that it may be
difficult to coordinate more than six people.
We have experimented with two approaches to self-forming
teams. One approach was to use a variation of the Name Line
game (“Name Line,” 2019): students and the instructor stand in
a circle, and the instructor explains the rules; each participant,
beginning with the instructor, has to say their name, one skill
they have, and one thing they dream to build. They
simultaneously make movements to illustrate the skill and the
thing; the next person must say previous persons’ names, skills,
and things, and introduce themselves. This activity repeats until
the last person; then it continues so that the participants earlier
in the circle must recall and introduce as many others as the
participants later in the circle. During this usually very
entertaining activity, students get to share their skills and
interests and form preferences for organizing teams. Typically,
students with attractive ideas emerge as Product Owners,
whereas the most outgoing, sociable, and engaged students
emerge as Scrum Masters. This activity, however, takes time,
especially in a large class, and is only suitable for face-to-face
classes. In the online classes, team formation relies on the fact
that during the “Waterfall” projects, teams are re-shuffled so
that each student gets to know as many classmates as possible
and to form their preferences for the Scrum team. Once a team
is formed, it needs to brainstorm and agree on the product idea,
team name, roles, and pass this information on to the instructor.
3.2.3 Accountabilities/Roles. Every team includes a Product
Owner (PO), a Scrum Master (SM), and several Developers. It
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is worth noting that the 2020 version of the Scrum Guide avoids
the use of the term “role” and replaces it with “accountability”
(Schwaber & Sutherland, 2020). The PO’s responsibilities
include explaining the product idea to the team, gathering
additional ideas from team members, and forming the team’s
consensus on building the product. The PO is in charge of
setting up the Scrum Board in Trello, adding an initial set of
items (ideas for increments, user stories, product requirements)
to the Product Backlog, and constantly curating the Product
Backlog (revising, refining, and reprioritizing backlog items).
The PO also leads the Sprint Review in which the team
demonstrates their Product Increment to the class, answers
questions, and notes suggestions.
Developers conduct all activities of creating and testing
Product Increments. The SM’s primary responsibility is to act
as a leader who serves the team and to help the team maximize
the value of its efforts by facilitating interactions, helping
resolve any issues, and removing any obstacles the team faces
(“Servant leader” in the Scrum Guide 2017; “a leader who
serves the team” in the Scrum Guide 2020). In our experience,
students unfamiliar with Scrum tend to misunderstand the
accountabilities and look up to either the PO or the SM as a
“Project Manager.” Therefore, they need to be constantly
reminded that the role of the Project Manager (who tell others
what to do) does not exist in Scrum, there is no “chain of
command” or responsibility hierarchy within a team, and all
team members should practice proactive thinking and behavior.
3.2.4 Artifacts. The Scrum Boot Camp project introduces
students to the Scrum artifacts – Product Backlog, Sprint
Backlog, and a (potentially releasable) Product Increment.
Product Backlog and Sprint Backlog are facilitated in Trello
(trello.com), a web-based, Kanban-style, list-making SaaS
provided by Atlassian (Figure 1). Although the PO is
responsible for setting up the Trello Scrum Board and
Backlogs, all team members are encouraged to actively make
appropriate changes in it (e.g., to add backlog item cards, to-do
lists, deadlines, attachments, labels; to record activities, to
move cards, etc.). Trello is a free, lightweight, easy-to-learnand-use, and highly interactive tool that integrates well with
other communication and task management tools (email,
calendar, cloud storage, Slack, GitHub, etc.). In this project,
students must build Product Increments that are then
demonstrated during in-class Sprint Review.
3.2.5 Events. The Scrum Boot Camp activities are based on the
Scrum events – Sprint, Sprint Planning, Daily Scrum, Sprint
Review, and Sprint Retrospective. In the literature, Scrum
events are often referred to as “rituals” or “ceremonies.” We do
not like using these terms, because students may apply their
traditional meanings – something you do, not because it is
meaningful to you, but because you need to do it to satisfy
somebody else – to understand the Scrum events. When this
happens, the Scrum “rituals” are no longer useful nor make
sense.
In our implementation of the Scrum Boot Camp, teams
complete two one-week Sprints, each resulting in a
demonstrable Product Increment. Thus, together with preproject activities, the entire Boot Camp project takes about six
class meetings (three weeks with two classes per week; see a
sample schedule in Figure 2). Class meetings are structured so
that teams can work on their Product Increments in and outside

of class. This provides the instructor with the opportunity to
observe team interactions and answer questions, as well as
allows students to interact for some time without being
observed.

Figure 1. Sample Scrum Board and Backlog Item Card
in Trello
Every Sprint begins with in-class Sprint Planning. Teams
break out to review their Product Backlogs and to identify highpriority and most-well-defined items for their Product
Increments. Although user story is a general Agile notion and
is optional in Scrum, in our implementation, we train students
to state and refine requirements and features as user stories that
follow this template “As a <user role>, I want to be able to <do
what?> so that <why?>.” Each user story is recorded as a
backlog item in a Trello Board card. As user stories evolve, the
cards may be split, combined, and appended with tasks,
checklists, attachments, etc. Based on the team consensus, the
selected Product Backlog items are moved to the Sprint
Backlog. The PO must make a case for each item, and the
Developers should agree that they can commit to implementing
these items during the current Sprint. The SM facilitates this
discussion, so that it is conducted in a professional, friendly,
agile, and productive manner. In our experience, a 20-minute
Sprint Planning event is sufficient to select three to six items for
the current Sprint. The key checkpoints for Sprint Planning are:
(a) the user stories must be present in the Product Backlog and
be well articulated by the PO before the event; (b) upon the end
of Sprint Planning, the selected user stories must be in the Sprint
Backlog; (c) Sprint Planning must be “time-boxed,” i.e., once
the duration of these events was determined (by the instructor
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or through the negotiation of the instructor with the teams),
Sprint Planning could not exceed the set duration; it is SM’s
responsibility to ensure that the team manages to complete their
Sprint Planning on time. To help students understand the
importance and expectations for Sprint Planning, Sprint 1
Planning is preceded by a brief discussion and Q&A. During
Sprint Planning, the instructor observes, answers teams’
questions, clarifies, or guides SMs to facilitate the event.
Time

Event

Activities

Week 1,
Class
meeting
1

Getting
started

Pre-project activities: forming
teams, determining product,
discussing and agreeing on
accountabilities, setting up
Trello Board, initial
brainstorming and populating
Product Backlog

Week 2,
Class
meeting
2

Sprint 1
Planning

Discussing the purpose,
result, and meaning of Sprint
Planning
(10 minutes).
Sprint 1 Planning in teams (20
minutes)

Week 2,
Class
meeting
3

Daily
Scrum

Daily Scrum (10 minutes),
in-class work on the project,
consultations with the
instructor

Week 3,
Class
meeting
4

Sprint 1
Review

Sprint 1 Review
(5 minutes per team),
Sprint 1 Retrospective
(10 minutes),
Sprint 2 Planning
(20 minutes)

Sprint 1
Retrospective
Sprint 2
Planning

Week 3,
Class
meeting
5

Daily
Scrum

Daily Scrum (10 minutes),
in-class work on the project,
consultations with the
instructor

Week 4,
Class
meeting
6

Sprint 2
Review

Sprint 2 Review
(5 minutes per team),
Sprint 2 Retrospective
(10 minutes),
Class Debrief (obtaining
students’ feedback, discussing
lessons learned)
Peer evaluations of teammember contributions (afterclass activity)

Sprint 2
Retrospective
Class Debrief

Figure 2. Sample Scrum Boot Camp Schedule
Each Sprint closes with two events – Sprint Review and
Sprint Retrospective. In our implementation of the Sprint
Review, each team demonstrates their Product Increment to the

rest of the class in a highly interactive and “time-boxed”
manner. The PO leads the demonstration, and the rest of the
team should be actively involved; the team is encouraged to
show the implemented user stories in the Trello Board and
explain how they went about implementing them; the audience
is encouraged to ask questions and make suggestions.
Based on the typical scope of the projects and to encourage
fast-paced and dynamic discussion, we “time-box” the Sprint
Review to five minutes per team. The key checkpoints for the
Sprint Review are: (a) the Product Increment must have
practical utility to the users, e.g., perform useful functions;
students must understand that a Product Increment is not a
“prototype,” sketch, or model, but a potentially deployable
functioning version; (b) the user stories that were in the Sprint
Backlog must be moved to the Done list by the time of Review;
any incomplete Sprint Backlog items must be explained by the
team; the instructor needs to stress the importance of accurate
estimation and guide the team on how to deal with situations
when a user story could not be completed by the end of the
Sprint; (c) the user story cards should reflect the team’s work
(e.g., assigned responsibilities, activity notes and messages,
marked checklists, attached digital artifacts, labels, deadlines);
(d) any discussions of the issues unrelated to the Product
Increment should be postponed until the Sprint Retrospective;
(e) the Sprint Review must be “time-boxed.”
Immediately after the Sprint Review, teams break out for
the Sprint Retrospective. These are “time-boxed” teammember-only conversations (in our case, 10-minutes) during
which teams discuss the completed Sprint, identify any issues
(e.g., negative team dynamics, insufficiently performed roles,
scheduling and other conflicts, lacking resources), and develop
strategies to resolve these issues. The team should also
acknowledge their successes and discuss how to leverage them.
The instructor observes and gently guides as necessary, but
most of the facilitation should be done by the SM. The key
checkpoints for the Sprint Retrospective are: (a) the
conversation, facilitated by SM, should occur in a friendly and
professional manner; (b) all team members should be actively
involved; (c) the conversation should focus on the team process
rather than on the product; any discussion of user stories and
the completed or forthcoming Product Increments should be
postponed until next Sprint Planning. Just as with Sprint 1
Planning, it is helpful to precede the Sprint 1 Review and
Retrospective with a brief all-class discussion and Q&A of the
purpose and expectations for these events.
Daily Scrums (or Standups) are probably the most
problematic events to conduct in the context of the college
course because students are not meeting daily and are not
committed full-time to their projects. Most likely, students are
simultaneously committed to multiple team projects in different
courses (including capstones). In the industry context, during a
Sprint, Daily Scrums are conducted every morning for 15
minutes. During these brief “standups,” the team gauges their
progress towards the Sprint goal (Product Increment) and
produces an actionable plan for the next day of work, usually,
by each team member reporting three things: what they had
done yesterday, what they will do today; what obstacles they
face and what they will do to overcome them (Schwaber &
Sutherland, 2020; SCRUMstudy, 2017) (Figure 3). In the
context of a college course project, simulating Daily Scrums
takes a bit of creativity. We considered and tried several
options: (a) a one-per-sprint, in-class, face-to-face standup
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where the team conducts this event in class and can be observed
by the instructor; (b) a virtual daily standup (over phone, Skype,
Zoom, etc.) in which the team meets daily but not face-to-face;
(c) daily Trello board posts, in which each team member is
expected to add an activity note in the user story cards
documenting their daily activities.

Figure 3. Daily Scrum
Source: https://medium.com/@thofhan/understandingscrum-value-a9ac965c4dd9, in public domain
Given the typical scope of the team’s products and the
simulated nature of the Scrum Boot Camp project, the first
option (one-per-sprint, in-class, face-to-face standup) appears
to work best. The advantage of this option is that teams are
given an opportunity to practice Daily Scrum in the manner
closest to how it would be conducted in the workplace; the
instructor can observe team dynamics and guide it if necessary.
The disadvantage is that the “Daily” Scrum becomes weekly,
rather than daily; however, considering the factors described
above, this is not detrimental to students’ learning of the
importance and mechanics of this event; the “Scrum fatigue”
and overload are much more likely to adversely affect students’
reception of this learning experience. Considering the typically
minimal complexity and scope of the products, our in-class
Daily Scrums are five-minutes (rather than 15-minutes); this
provides enough time for every team member to report and for
the instructor to observe the team dynamics. The key
checkpoints for the Daily Scrums are: (a) the discussion,
facilitated by the SM should occur in a dynamic, friendly, and
professional manner; (b) all team members should be actively
involved, and (c) the three questions should be answered by
each team member.
3.2.6 Performance Assessment. The primary goal of
assessment in the Scrum Boot Camp project is to evaluate
students’ understanding of the Scrum framework, the
mechanics of implementing Scrum, and the values of Agile
philosophy. The focus is on the team process rather than on the
scope and quality of the product. We use two assessment tools:
the rubric (Appendix C) and peer evaluations of team-member
contributions (which also includes self-assessment and selfreflection). The rubric captures team performance (as a team
score) based on the instructor’s observations of
accountabilities, artifacts, and events. Every team member
receives that score as their base grade for the project. This grade
may be individually adjusted up- or downwards at the

instructor’s discretion based on the quantitative data and
qualitative comments in peer evaluations. To conduct
assessment efficiently, the rubric is used through a Learning
Management System (LMS, Canvas in our case); peer
evaluations are administered through an online peer review and
assessment (OPRA) system (we use Mobius SLIP,
mobiusSLIP.com, Babik et al., 2016, 2017); other OPRA
systems could also be used, e.g., CATME, catme.org, Brutus &
Donia, 2010). Using an OPRA system helps quickly identify
and corroborate exceptional team leaders and contributors, as
well as non-contributing or free-riding team members through
learning analytics and written comments (see Figure 4).
3.3 Students’ Feedback and Evidence of Efficacy
Since we introduced the Scrum Boot Camp project in our SAD
course in spring 2019, we observed a vast and remarkably
positive reception from students through self-reflections,
project debriefs, and course evaluations. Importantly, we have
never received any negative or disgruntled comments.
Moreover, at the conclusion of the project, several students (in
a typical class of 90) each semester inquire about Scrum
certifications, such as Certified Scrum Master (CSM) and
Certified Scrum Product Owner (CSPO), or relate the project to
other experiences, such as working in a Scrum team during an
internship or discussing Scrum during a job interview. We
noted students’ enthusiasm about this project, as many of them
view it as an important credential for their job search and future
career. Typically, each semester, several students indicate in
their course evaluations that this project was their favorite part
of the course.
We often observe some anxiety among students before their
teams agree on the products and accountabilities, and begin
ideating and creating their Product Backlogs. During Sprint 1,
though, we usually observe emotional relief about the workload
and heightened enthusiasm about building something tangible
and demonstrable. We noted the following sentiments in
students’ reactions (quotes here are from students’ selfreflections):
● Enjoyment of learning about Scrum and project
management tools:
○ “[The project] helped me see Scrum in a ‘good’ light it is no longer ‘scary’ and I believe I could confidently
try using this in a workplace setting with a team.” (Fall
2020)
○ “Overall, it was a great experience working with my
Scrum team to build our Scrum project. [...] I have
definitely gained hands-on experience of working under
Scrum framework and have learned so much about it.”
(Fall 2019)
○ “I was very satisfied with the project and my team. [...]
I liked the project because it did teach me a lot about
the Scrum Framework. The most valuable thing I
learned from this project is about Trello Boards. I was
not familiar with them before, but my team tried to use
as many of the features that there were to offer. Really
great experience!!” (Fall 2020)
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from other systems development frameworks. I got to
learn [...] a scrum process, an experience I enjoyed. In
addition, I learned a new software, I thought Trello was
an interesting software that holds a great ability for
organization and collaboration between groups. [...]
This project was a lot of fun and I am excited with the
final product.” (Fall 2020)
○ “[Scrum] was new to me. [...] I am very glad that we did
this now because I feel like I have gotten my feet wet in
regards to the process of using scrum. I know I am going
to greatly appreciate having done this when I get into
the workplace.” (Fall 2020)
○ “I am very satisfied with the outcome of this project.
Even though I had used Scrum before, getting more
practice with it by completing a few sprints was very
useful.” (Fall 2020)
○ “[...] I now have deeper understanding for how Scrum
works. Actually creating a product and going through 2
sprints taught me more about Scrum than watching
videos on YouTube about it. I would've liked if we
transitioned to Scrum from Waterfall earlier in the
semester, so that we had half-Waterfall, half-Scrum.
[...] I do think it is useful to us [...] going into the ‘real’
world, as many workplaces are implementing
Scrum/Agile.” (Fall 2020)
● Enjoyment of working with the team and on the product of
student’s own choice:
○ “This project was by far my favorite project in this
course. We were able to have fun and learn at the same
time. [...] I enjoyed everyone in my team. We all brought
something different to the team and that's what I think
made us work so well together.” (Fall 2020)
○ “I would [...] say that we were a ‘jelled team’. Our team
was concerned for the wellbeing of each other on top of
our success. Everyone that worked on this made sure
that the team was productive but also happy working
together. I have minimal qualms with this [team].” (Fall
2020)
● Enjoyment of observing other teams creating different
interesting products:
○ “Overall this was a great experience, and it was really
cool to choose our own topic/product to explore scrum.
It was interesting too to see what other teams were
working on and their progress because [each] team had
a different product.” (Fall 2020)
● Enjoyment of being in control of their workload at the end
of the semester:
○ “This was [the] most chilled of all projects [in the
course].” (Fall 2020)
○ “Sprints [...] seemed to fly by, especially when the first
few days is simply figuring out Trello/brushing up on
what Scrum is.” (Fall 2020)
4. PITFALLS, LESSONS LEARNED, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Figure 4. Sample Peer Evaluations of Team-Member
Contributions in Mobius SLIP
○ “From this project I got a feel for how scrum differs

Developing and implementing this Scrum Boot Camp was an
exciting learning experience for the instructors, as much as it
was for students. Here are several take-aways and
recommendations that may be useful to instructors trying to
incorporate this type of project in their courses. The primary
focus of this learning experience should be on the process (use
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of Scrum artifacts, accountabilities, and events), rather than on
the product (the scope and quality of actual solutions that
students create). The pedagogical value is in helping students
understand the importance of empiricism, flexibility,
adaptability, constant communications, and transparency of the
Scrum process. It provides the insight that a functioning product
increment could be produced without a time- and resourceconsuming multi-phase cycle, but it requires commitment,
courage, focus, openness, and respect among the team
members. Furthermore, the product does not need to be a fully
completed solution by the end of Sprint 2; however, user stories
in the Product Backlog and the Product Increments at the end
of each Sprint should demonstrate the team’s shared
meaningful vision for the product evolution beyond Sprint 2.
Many students have difficulty thinking of their Product
Backlog and Product Increments in terms of functional and
nonfunctional requirements expressed as user stories (contained
in Trello cards), and instead manage their product development
in terms of specific tasks that must be performed. To help
students address this common misconception, the instructor
needs to monitor Product Backlogs, point out where a card is
specified as a task and help students reframe the card as a user
story (with appropriate tasks making up a checklist or a
“definition of done”). It is very useful to constantly remind the
POs that the user stories should be stated according to the
template, such as “As a <user role>, I want to be able to <do
what?> so that <why?>.”
Several issues are related to students’ misunderstanding of
Scrum accountabilities. On many occasions, a student with an
attractive product idea would claim the PO role but would soon
realize that they want to develop the product and would be
reluctant to delegate this to Developers while focusing on the
Product Backlog. In other similar situations, such student would
want to be a Developer, but for the user stories the team would
look up to them, rather than to the PO. In one comical situation,
a student asked whether she “could be all three” – the PO, a
Developer, and the SM. While these are not uncommon
occurrences, the instructor needs to make sure that students
understand the trade-offs associated with taking on certain
accountabilities and to steer students away from taking dual
roles.
Another difficulty that students may have is understanding
the SM as “a leader who serves” and the PO as a source of
requirements. The presence of both accountabilities confuses
students about “which of the two is the ‘Project Manager’ who
tells us what to do.” The instructor needs to explain to students
that Scrum embraces servant leadership and collegial
ownership rather than the administrative project management:
every team member should be actively involved, take
responsibility, and show initiative in generating, refining, and
implementing ideas and overcoming any obstacles. Thus, the
Scrum process values “individuals and interactions over
processes and tools” (Dennis et al., 2010; Manifesto for Agile
Software Development, 2001; Parris & Peachey, 2013;
Sendjaya & Sarros, 2002).
Cultivating the SM accountability is a big challenge.
Naturally, becoming a competent SM requires deep
understanding of Scrum, training, and practice, all of which are
premature to expect from students who are just being
introduced to Scrum. Nevertheless, in the best-case scenario, a
well-mixed and outgoing student, who, as a SM, can
demonstrate a good sense of servant leadership, could be a great

example to other students and produce a strong pedagogical
impact. In the worst-case scenario, a student would understand
the SM role just as a responsibility to call and schedule the
meetings.
Just like with any other student team projects, lack of
engagement and “free-riding” do occasionally occur in Scrum
Boot Camp, although, in our experience, more rarely than in
other projects. On the one hand, this is not a very severe issue
since teams are self-organized, and students who persistently
demonstrated themselves as free riders in the previous projects
find it difficult to join a team. Sometimes, several previous
“free-riders” would form their own team in which there is no
other way to succeed but to pull the weight, so there is a much
higher chance they would get involved. On other occasions, a
student with poor participation reputation may be welcomed
into a team with a charismatic SM and dynamic members who
would engage such a student. Computer-assisted peer
evaluations are an efficient and reliable tool for the instructor to
identify situations of students’ adverse behaviors and intervene
or adjust individual grades. Emphasizing and cultivating
transparency in the teams through Daily Scrums and Sprint
Retrospectives reduce adverse behaviors and engage students to
help each other, although the lack of daily interactions and of
full-time commitment to the team remain notable barriers.
Another frequent confusion in the student teams is “who
manages the Trello Board?”. Students are informed that the PO
creates the Trello Board and curates the Product Backlog, yet
any team member is welcome to take actions in the Board (with
appropriate activity traces). It usually takes several repetitions
to convey this idea, though. It is not unusual to hear this
question from students even during Sprint 2, but commonly it
is clear from Sprint Retrospectives that students realize the need
for collegial ownership and transparent activity traces.
As was pointed out above, simulating Daily Scrums is one
of the biggest challenges of running this project in a true Scrum
manner. After some experimentation, we found the approach
that worked for our course. Other instructors may have to
discuss different options with students and experiment to see
what works for them. It is paramount, however, to conduct
“Daily Standups” to promote the culture of accountability and
transparency within the Scrum process and not to dismiss them
as unimportant “extras”.
We found Trello to be a very suitable and convenient SaaS
application for facilitating Scrum Boards. It is easy to set up and
get started, and it provides full visibility of teams’ activities to
the instructor. Students are often astonished by the power of
using a Kanban-style task and project management application
and acknowledge that they wish they used it for other projects,
too. Via “power-ups,” Trello integrates well with other
applications, such as email, calendar, cloud file storage,
GitHub, and Slack. Trello’s free plan is sufficient for the Scrum
Boot Camp project; unfortunately, the number of free powerups is limited, and students may not be able to experiment with
all of them.
Finally, would the Scrum Boot Camp work with an online
course delivery? The switch to online classes during the
COVID-19 pandemic in 2020-2021 inadvertently provided an
opportunity to experiment with virtual Scrum teams in a
synchronous course format (with the same section size). To our
surprise, not only were students able to successfully participate
in this activity, but students’ engagement in the events and the
resulting Product Increments exceeded instructor expectations
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than a typical face-to-face class (which, perhaps, warrants
future investigation).
5. CONCLUSION
This teaching tip presents a hands-on active-learning
experience that advances students’ understanding of Scrum and
may be applied within the constrained time frame of a
conventional SAD or PM course. This learning experience is
designed to facilitate a solid understanding of Scrum values,
accountabilities, artifacts, and events; to expose students to the
experience of using versatile SaaS tools for project
management; to enable greater students’ agency in selfmanaging teams and controlling their workload; and to
stimulate interest in Scrum and encourage students to seek
professional certification. The activity fits in the niche between
a single-class activity and a semester project and is effective in
both face-to-face and synchronous online courses. Our
evidence suggests that this learning experience achieves its
pedagogical objectives and results in a vastly positive student
response.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A. Example of Pre-project Announcement Posted in Canvas
Heads up!
Scrum Boot Camp Project will formally start on Tuesday, _____, with an in-class activity.
Please carefully read project instructions. You must form your project team before Tuesday through Canvas. You also need to
complete the following activity as you form your team. Do not worry – this activity will only involve thinking (to the best of your
ability) and no deliverable.
Deep thinking about a problem is about 80% of successfully solving it. Therefore, taking this activity seriously will significantly
help you succeed in the project.
Here it is: Before _____, I need you to do these three things:
1. Think about what you are really good at and like doing. What skills do you have that may be used to create something?
2. Think whether there is something that you have been really wanting to build but did not know how, did not have all the
necessary skills, or did not find like-minded people who shared your interest in building it. Preferably, it has to be something of
practical value to somebody and something that could not be created by one person in a few days or by several people in a day.
Examples of such things include (but not limited to) a website, an app, a robot, an artwork, a book (or an e-book), origami, a
science project, or a marketing campaign.
3. Discuss (1) and (2) with your to-be teammates and agree on what you all as a team would like to build as a product in this
project. You may choose to build any product, tangible or digital, of any purpose or complexity. You will need to demonstrate
requirements for this product and how you, as a team, implement these requirements in the product increments over two sprints.
This means that your product would not have to be fully completed, but you will need to demonstrate two FUNCTIONING
product increments.
Let me know (through the discussion board) if you have any questions.
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Appendix B. Example of Project Instructions Posted in Canvas
Scrum Boot Camp Project Instructions
In this project, you will learn the essentials of the Scrum framework – accountabilities, artifacts, and events – by building a
minimum viable product (MVP) in two one-week sprints. As soon as you have your project team put together, your team must
complete the following steps:
ASAP:
•
Form your team in Canvas under “Project Teams”;
•
As you form your team, you should agree on what product you are going to build.
Before the first Sprint Planning:
It may look like a lot but should take only about 15-30 minutes to complete; Product Owners will be the busiest at this stage, but
will enjoy the ride later :)
•
Everyone in the team must refresh what Scrum is by reviewing the Projects Management and Scrum readings;
•
Your team must agree who your team’s Product Owner will be; PO is responsible for gathering and formulating user stories
(system requirements) and entering them in the Product Backlog, and overall, keeping the Trello Scrum Board in good
order;
•
Your team must agree who your team’s Scrum Master will be; SM is responsible for ensuring that the team collaborates
towards successfully completing the project, facilitating Scrum events, ensuring that Scrum artifacts are in good order;
communicating with the instructor;
•
The rest of the team will be Developers responsible for building the product increments;
•
Everyone in the team must sign up to trello.com (i.e., create their accounts); if you already have a Trello account, feel free to
use it (I discourage you from creating another one just for this course);
•
The Product Owner must create a new Team in Trello, name it T_YourTeamName, and invite all team members, as well as
the instructor; the Product Owner should be the Administrator of the Trello Team, but should also make the Instructor the
Administrator of the Team too (this is very important!);
•
The Product Owner must create a new Board in Trello and name it B_YourTeamName;
•
The Product Owner must add the Trello team to the Trello Board and notify the team members;
•
The Product Owner must create the four following lists in your team’s Trello Board: Product Backlog, Sprint Backlog, In
Progress, Done;
•
The Product Owner must add to the Product Backlog several cards that describe features of your product; each card should
have a short label indicating the feature; Description should contain a user story following this template “As a <USER
ROLE>, I want to be able to <DO WHAT?> so that <WHY?>”; not all features need to be well-defined, but there should be
a fairly sufficient number of cards that describe your product by Thursday.
On the day of the first Sprint Planning:
In class, your team will hold a Sprint Planning event (about 20 minutes) to:
•
Discuss and mutually agree on the scope of work that is intended to be done during the Sprint;
•
Select items (cards) from the Product Backlog that can be completed in one Sprint;
•
Prepare a Sprint Backlog that includes the work needed to complete the selected Product Backlog items;
•
Feel free to use labels, checklists, deadlines, assign team members, and other features of Trello.
On the day of the first Sprint Review and Retrospective, and the second Sprint Planning:
In class, your team will hold:
•
a Sprint Review (5 minutes informal demo of your Product Increment to the class with Q&A);
•
a Sprint Retrospective (10 minutes discussion of what went well and what needs to be improved in your team’s processes;
team members only);
•
Sprint Planning for the next sprint (about 20 minutes; team members only).
Before the second Sprint Review:
At home, enter your name in the team-member contribution evaluation assignment in Mobius SLIP.
On the day of the second Sprint Review and Retrospective:
In class, your team will hold:
•
a Sprint Review (5-minute informal demo of your second Product Increment to the class with Q&A);
•
a Sprint Retrospective (10-minute analysis of what went well and what needs to be improved in your team’s processes; team
members only);
•
team-member contribution evaluations for this project in Mobius SLIP.
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Assessment:
This project is assessed based on evidence of Scrum accountabilities, events, and artifacts (including the Product Increment) (see
the rubric), subject to individual adjustments at instructors’ discretion.
Missing team-member contribution evaluation will result in a 0 for the project.
If you receive an attainment index of 1 and certain keywords in reviews, you may receive 0 for the project.
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Appendix C. Scrum Boot Camp Assessment Rubric
Criteria

Description

Points

Product Owner’s activity

Clear evidence* of the Product Owner’s activity and interactions with the Team

1

Scrum Master’s activity

Clear evidence of the Scrum Master’s activity and interactions with the Team

1

Meaningful Product
Backlog

Product Backlog contains more user stories than would be implemented in two
Sprints. User stories follow the specified format

1

Meaningful Sprint
Backlogs

Sprint Backlogs for Sprints 1 and 2 are populated during the respective Sprint
Planning events; adequate estimation (1 point per Sprint)

2

Sprint Review and Product
Increment

Effective Sprint Review and meaningful Product Increment at the end of Sprints 1
and 2 (1 point per Sprint)

2

Sprint Planning

Clear evidence of effective Sprint Planning

1

Sprint Retrospective

Clear evidence of effective Sprint Retrospective

1

Daily Scrums

Evidence of effective Daily Scrums

1

Total Points

10

* Evidence for all criteria includes backlog items and activity records in the Trello Board, observed participation in team events
(Planning, Review, and Retrospective sessions and standups), scores and comments in peer evaluations of team member
contributions, and self-reflections.
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